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Excellence and nature of HEExcellence and nature of HE

Canada's first cloned pigs 
born at McGill, 2007

Dr Sleiman’s Research 
Group in chemistryp y
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1. There is a worldwide teaching g

excellence movement
2. Excellence relates to the nature 

of HE
3. Trend to move from an 

exclusive to an inclusive model 
of excellence

4 E ll i t hi i l t d4. Excellence in teaching is related 
to SoTL

5. Excellence has implications for 
linking teaching and researchlinking teaching and research

6. Excellence involves taking risks



Teaching Excellence MovementTeaching Excellence Movement

“Canada has not experienced the 
colonization of daily academic discoursecolonization of daily academic discourse 
by the worldwide teaching excellence 
movement to quite the same extent as hasmovement to quite the same extent as has 
the UK or Australia …” (Kreber 2007, 226)



Excellence and nature of HEExcellence and nature of HE
Excellence takes many forms e.g.

a) Performative
Each of us has to increasingly monitor 
our teaching performance and provide 
evidence of excellence to satisfy 
managers and external stakeholders 

b) Psychologized
‘ suggests that it is possible to 
undertake objective and reliable studies 
of teaching techniques and processes of 
learning’ (Skelton 2007, 2)



Excellence and nature of HEExcellence and nature of HE

Excellence varies over time 
and between national 
systems, HEIs, and 
disciplinesdisciplines

It is situated and sensitive to 
contextcontext

Teaching excellence is ‘a 
matter of serious intellectual 
investigation’ (Skelton, 2007, 
3)



Excellence and nature of HE

‘Universities should treat 
learning always as consisting 
of not yet wholly solved 
problems and hence always in aproblems and hence always in a 
research mode’ (Humboldt 
1810, quoted by Elton 2005: 
110)110) .

Requires students to be both: 

a) the recipients of research

b) actively involved in 
h d i iresearch and inquiry



Exclusive to inclusive excellenceExclusive to inclusive excellence

A t b fAppears to be a move from 
emphasis on elitist views of 
excellence to ones emphasising 
opportunity of excellence for all

Different forms of excellence can 
co-exist and have equal value

However, ignores the stratified HE 
s stem and the ineq alities insystem and the inequalities in 
access to resources between 
institutions and individuals



Excellence and the Scholarship 
of Teaching and Learningof Teaching and Learning

Hutchings and SchulmanHutchings and Schulman 
(1999) distinguish between 
excellent teaching, scholarly 
teaching and theteaching and the 
scholarship of teaching

‘To be scholarly academicsTo be scholarly, academics 
need to use the same kind of 
thought processes in their 
teaching that they apply to 
their research’ (Elton 1992) 



Excellence and the Scholarship 
f hi  d iof Teaching and Learning

In 2006 STLHE proposed thatIn 2006 STLHE proposed that 
the Canadian research Council 
should establish chairs in SoTL



STUDENTS AS PARTICIPANTSSTUDENTS AS PARTICIPANTS

Research-tutored Research-based

EMPHASIS
EMPHASIS ON 
RESEARCH 
CONTENT

EMPHASIS 
ON 
RESEARCH
PROCESSES 
AND 
PROBLEMS

STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE

Research-led Research-oriented

STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE

Curriculum design and the research-teaching nexus 
(based on Healey, 2005, 70)



Excellence and linking teaching 
d hand research

• Danger that linkage between T &Danger that linkage between T & 
R is being broken

• Recognise excellence in T does 
not follow automatically from 
excellence in R

• Ensure T & R are equally valuedEnsure T & R are equally valued 
and the T&R linkage is rewarded 

• Ensure students benefit from 
research that goes on in 
institution – make them part of 
the research communityt e esea c co u ty



Excellence involves taking risksExcellence involves taking risks

Challenge students to think C a e ge stude ts to t
outside their comfort zone

Students need to be helped to 
appreciate and investigate the 
supercomplex world “in which 
the very frameworks by whichthe very frameworks by which 
we orient ourselves to the 
world are themselves 

t t d” (B tt 2004 253)contested” (Barnett 2004, 253)

To achieve these goals we 
need to take risks in our T&Lneed to take risks in our T&L 



ConclusionConclusion

“Teaching excellence needs to g
be seen as part of a whole: 
excellence involves integrating 
different aspects of ourdifferent aspects of our 
academic practice so that they 
are mutually reinforcing” 
(Sk lt 2009)(Skelton 2009).
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The End


